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Chain Link Fence Making Machine

This bulletin
contains
step-by-step
procedures
for parts manufacture
and
The
assembly of a hand-operated
machine for making chain link
fencing.
machine here is designed to produce fencing
up to 244 cm (96") but can be
The size of the openings in the
used to produce fencing
of any height.
The machine desfencing is controlled
by the size of the "bending-head."
but the machine could be modified to
cribed here requires
S12 or Cl4 wire,
take larger wire.
The chain link fence making machine was designed by VITA
In Botswana, the
quests from South America and Africa.
the basis for a small fence manufacturing
business which
of employment and produces fencing
which is far more
than is the imported fencing
which was the only material
able.
Please send testing
information
to:

results,

comments, suggestions

in response to remachine has become
serves as a source
affordable
locally
previously
avail-

and requests

Technical
Bulletins
VITA Publications
Service
3706 Rhode Island Avenue
NC. Rainier,
MD 20822 USA

for

further
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Pliers
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CHAXW-LINK FENCE,fdAlfIN6 MACHINE
:

File

-~~
Hammer

,

WATNRW

7mz.w PIECES
Wmden Parts
1
4

DESCRIPTION
Hood

CENTIMEZERS

INCHES
0,

5X10x15
4 x 30 x 305
2.5 x 10 xl262

2 x 4',x 6
1 l/2 x 12 x 120
1 x 4'X 103
f

Iron rbd

Angle iron
Steel pipe
strap iron
steel washers
Steel washers
stoe1 pipes
Steel,rod
Steel pipe
p&al
x2

wrench

Fasteners

13

2

14

5

15
16
17
l l8A

4
4
24
3

*188

3

19

3

#,12 wire
Round/hex-head bolts with
4 Ruts, 4 flat washers
and 4 lockwashers
Round/hex-head bolts with
6 nuts, 3 flat washers
and 3 lockwashers
Flat
washers
#l2 wire
comon nails
Round/hex-head bolts with
3 nuts and 3 lockwashers
Round/hex-head bolts with
3 nuts and 3 lbckivashers
washers

0.3 x 5 x35
2.5 dia x 78 lng
4 x 4 x 14 lng x 0.3
5 IQ x 6 OD x 17 lng
0.3 x 2.5 x 15
2.2 ID x 3.5 OD x 0.6
2.2 ID x 2.9 OD x 0.6
1.3 ID x 2.2 09 x 2.1
3.5 dia x 1.8 lng
2.5 ID x 3.5 OD x 12

thk
thk
thk
1ng
lng

/

l/8 ; ; xi4
1 dia x 31 lng
1 l/2 x 1 l/2 x 5 l/2 lng x l/8
2 ID x 2 3/8 OD x6 S/6 lng
l/8 x 1 x. 6
t/8 ID x 1 3/8 OD x l/4 thk
7/8 ID x 1 l/8 OD x,1/4 thk
l/2 iD x 7/8~ 0q.x 13/16 lng
1 3/8 dia x 3/4 lng
1 ID x 1 3/8 OD x 5 lng

0.2 dia x 15 lng
0.6 dia x.16 Ins

.08 dia x 6 lng
l/4 dia x 6 lng

0.6 dia x 5 lng
I )

l/4

2.5 ID x' 3&D
x 0.2 thk
0.2 dia x 5 1ng.
5 lng
"
1.3 dfa x 3.8 lng

dia x 2 lng
,
II
1 ID'k 1 3/8 OD x l/16
.08 dia x 2 'lhb
2 lng
lh dia x 1 l/2 lng

1.6 dia x 1,9 lng shank
& 1.3 dia'x 1.6 lng thread
3.2 OD x 1.3 ID x 0.2 thk

S/8,dia x 13/16 lng shank
& 1/2'dfa x S/8 lng thread
1 l/4 OD x l/2 ID x l/16 thk

thk

thk

3116” wide cut .in
To mank bpind,
cut
dt&ip
06 heavy papen 3 l/S” tide and
wp lvround pipe.
Spiml

groove

pipe.

/

Wokk Reuch

Fouen-Wte-b!aMsing

pipe, P’ x 8 l/2”
No.ier 2” pipe, M bhOWn irZ thiA
diagmn wU make denting w.Lth
4” medh; 1 1/Z” pLpe, used with
1 1/Z*’ b.&ap &on, ti
make
6enting Ruth 3” mesh.

Ga&ani;ed

Ifachine

Fo* making “chuin LLtlk” type
woven tieb.
fl?eU 60~ ube wi.$h
114 Oh 112 wine.)
Scale:

l/4”

= If1

CWN LINK FENCE
MAKING MACHINE
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WILL MAKE FENCING WITH 76 ME% ’
UTIN PIPE,~;rg MARK
SRffAL, CUT 5TKIP Cf HEAVYf%PfR ;67 WIDE
AMJ WRAP AROUNF PIPE
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An abstract
Sn Action.”

of the fence-making

machine as it

appeared

in “World Neighbors

gdronimd pip*, on
which yw will wt
0 spiml.

Acmnk
E
for twisting
4l* rir* into
I spini.

A. The size al this pipe determines the size of the openings in the mesh. A 2-inch pipe will makefencing with
&ch opsnings. To mark the spiral. cut a strip of
heavy paper 3-l/8 in&s wide and map it amund the
pipe. To cut the spiral slot, a hacksaw is used. The
slot should be 3/16 inches wide. A l/4-inch hole is
drilled in the tap of the pipe. for holding it in place.
B. This “blade” may be madefrom s&l or strap iron. It
must be tough enough so that it will not tend to twist
cut of shape with use. The edges should be filed off
se that it fits snugly but turns freely inside the pipe.
C Two blocks axe clamped togetker and s l-inch hole
hmd between them horizontally, as shown. Two l/4inch holes are also drilled verticsily. for fastening the
blacks to the work bench

D. In the sntrmwey. the two blocks sm clamped together.
A hole 2-l/4 inches in diameter is bored horizontally,
and three I/4-inch holes sre drilled vertically. 8s
shown The top center hole also requires s l/2-inch
counterbore, (l/4-inch deep) in the tip block, to ndmit
a locknut A 6-inch strap iron is also drilled with tbxee
l/4-inch holes to match the holes in the blocks. Gee
F&s 3 on page 5).
E. The crank may be madefmm s l-inch red, 31 inches is
length A 3/16Gnch slot is cut in the end. so that it
will tit over the “blade”. or bending arm. Holes sm
tilled se indicated, to bold the crank in place- A 5inch length of pipe is fitted over the handle, SOthe
crank will turn easily in the hand.
F. The size of the pulley sheaves is not especially important A l-V2 or 2-inch diameter is s good sizs
. &J
US?.

..-

~~GURiE2: This 1s How You AssembleThe Parts,

t Top View1
p&&e tie

Correspondin‘g

Positions

of the

Parts

Picturea

in

Figufa.1.

_Stsal Plate "6" whidr
turns inside the pipe. This
wmbinotio. fwms tka
Inad”.

with rprral slot.
/%di.,

/

_

ZZ

-. ,_

WY

I

Pipe M cm& haadle
pvsvs*#Rtmiy

d.

\

-

Pulby Sheaves"F"
whisk pot tnsion ee he wire.

Blocks

“0”

tfmpipein

plocm. Tf;. map

whisk clamp

-

iremand bolt M top prewar
lho pip* lmm turning. (kr figvn 3 00 pegs 5)

-

The parta my assembledby holtiag the blocks “C” and
“D” fo a sldy; narrow IdtaMeor week lxalch. 011skown
okwe. If such a wwk bench U not availnble. it may bo
eonstwctedfor :his pmpacis Ttm tap of the beech should
be madeof a ihftk 1 tbot wide, 10 feat long, and I-112
incha in thickneer
As ths wire feeds off the supply roll, it goes first
thm+Jghthe pulley eseombly. It goes Q”a# tbe first pulley.
U&S the second. and ow the third The end OFthe wire
is (hen inserted in tke siot in the pipe “A”. Whenthe
emnli is tamed tclwkwisef the wire winds szoond the
steel plate 01 “bending arm”. follows the spiral slot, eed
is foned out tha other eed in the form of * flat spiral.
i%klren
the spiral strand ~acbea the desired Ieagth, it is
cat of7 with wire-cutting pliers. Tke first strand is heid in
&see while the eext ti
wioda itself eonmd the first.
Ci Immowbard (I inch x 4 inches x 103’ inchea~ is
~asteacdto me sideof the an&z benob. 88 &own sbova

Wire hooko am emend along the edge of this board. oed
am wed to hold the finish& o&ion of wim in pIwe.
while each succooding strand is lwing made. Thie anan)
ment holds the fencing up off the table. so thet the spiral
hasmomtotwn.
As each atad io cut off, the two ends are twiatod togetlm with the ends of the preceding s&end.
Finished fencing eccumolatos on a roll ORthe floor be
side the work bench. For continuous production. a rack
may be prepared, with an axle-ecdaank anangemen& 011
which the finished wire msy be rolled up es it accumulatee.
Also, for continuow production, it ie beet always to
leave a short section of fencing in line oo the. ma&ii
since the fast few strands am always somewhat diilkult
to hold in lina To separate two sections of fencing, it is
not wcesaary to cut the wire; sir& loosen the two ends
of one of tke &ends and tom the apical backwanis out of
the fencink

FAERICATKJN
Clamp two halves of crankshaft-bearing
block (1A) in vise, drill two 0.6cm (l/4")
holes vertically
through both halves and drill
2.6cm (1") diameter hole
horizontally.

diameter

FIGURB 1
Similarly.
clamp and drill
two 0.6cm (l/4") diameter and one 5.7cm (2 l/4") diameter holes in bending-head block (16); also drill
0.6cm (l/4") diameter vertical hole with 1.3cm (l/2") diameter x 0.6cm (l/4") deep counterbore in top half.
.\c;

Drill

0.6cm (l/4")

A%>

+'i

FIGURE 2
diameter hole in bending-head

arm (4) and round off corners.
DIMENSION CENTIMETERS INCHES

+-,

c"

FIGURE 3

A
B

5

ii

21ii.5

E
F

i::

G
H
I
6-f

163.7
11
5

L”

:‘:

M

38

2
3/E
3/16
:: 5:

3/16
61%
4 l/4

1 7/a
5 5/0
5 l/4
15

.~

h

4 Bend crankshaft (51, cut slat in end
indicated,
drill
O.&m (l/4") diameter hole through slc$ted end and
rl;l;;
four 0.3~211(l/8 ) diameter
.

FIGURE 4

--~-Ctl~O;Sem~~
(3/16”) wide
spiral slot in bendinghead pipe (7h to mark
spiral,
cut strip of
heavy paper 8~x1 (3 l/8")
.~w.ide.and~ wrap around
pipe.
Drill 0.6cm
(l/4") diameter hole
in top of pipe.
FIGURE 5

6 Drill

three O&m (l/4")

diameter holes in bending-head

brace (8).

(Ygj*

FIGURE 6
7 Form hooks (11).

FIGURE 7
8 Will three 1.3cm (l/Z") diameter and three 0.6cm (l/4")
tension-assembly base (6).

FIGURE 8

diameter holes in

Smoothing the spiral

groove.

It is necessary to smooth the spiral groove with a small file
will move freely through the bending-head.
Strengthening

the bending-head.

To make the bending-head stronger, start with a piece
than required.
Cut the spiral groove as described in
the 2" uncut portion at the end near the crank. Made
hold its original
shape much better and the uncut part
the operation of the machine.
Alternate

of pipe 2" (5cm) longer
the instructions
leaving
in this way the pipe will
will not interfere
with

method of crank construction.

The crank can be made from l/Z"
Alternate

so that the wire

method of constructing

diameter pipe and fittings,

if available.

tension-assembly.

A very simple and suitable tension-assembly can be made with wooden pegs
mounted in a board as shown below. The wire is passed around as many of the
pegs as necessary to provide the proper tension.
As wear begins to show on
the pegs they can be driven into the board until the area of wear disappears.
After some time it will be necessary to replace the pegs.
/wo"l"

Pegs, 3/h inch (2 cm) diameter

2 by 4 inches
The positioning
of the wooden peg tension-assembly will depend on the general
construction
of the machine. If it is built with wooden legs, the pegs can
be placed in the leg nearest the bending-head to torm the tensioning device.
Otherwise, the tension-assembly must be constructed as a separate piece and
attached to the machine bed in the appropriate
position.

9 There are two methods of fabricating
or 10) and their axles (26A or 268):

the tension-assembly

sheaves (9A69B.

a.

Preferred method, if use of lathe is possible,
view: fabricate sheaves (10) as shown.

b.

Alternate method. if use of lathe is not possible, Figure 10 crosssection view: assemble sheaves (2-9A & l-98) each) with bearings (9C)
as shown; file bearing (9C) lengths so that assembled sheaves will
revolve sungly; 9A and 98 may each be built up of series of thin
washers. if necessary.
DWSION

CENTPlETms

N
0

2.2

:
s”
T

Figure 9 cross-section

INCHES

01::
8.9
5
2.5

U

4.4

V
w
x

f::

1.2

PIWRE 9

SOMEAODITIONAL NOTESON THE CHAIN-LINK FENCE-MAKINGMACHINE
Making the spiral

groove in the pipe.

The width of the paper used for marking the spiral

groove is:

2 5/8" 6.7cm) wide for 1 l/Z" (3.81~s) pipe
3 l/8" I 8cm) wide for 2" (Scm) pipe
The paper is wrapped spirally
around the pipe with just
the edges of the paper to mark with a pencil.

enough space between

Using a hacksaw, cut along this line, rotating the pipe so that the blade just
Too deep a cut will cause the hacksaw blade to bind.
goes through the metal.
A second cut is made near the first
(0.5a11) wide.

so that the resulting

groove is 3/16"

AsSEM8LY
1.

Assemble tension-assembly

as shown.

-

/ (“)
FIGURE 14

Assamble tension-assembly

sheaves in one way.

FIGURE 11
FIGURE 12
Bearing pipe ODs in Figure 12 may have to be filed
are snugly free-turning.

slightly

so that sheaves

,Nutb

&QL adjubthg

pmbbwe

To bpiJding

(Any &yb&ttI

p&t% Zen&on
on the tie
a6 it 6eedbt&ou
the
the machine uuuLd be b(Ltib@~O
accuued
.to me .tha.t LX
’ h.t be bi.mp.tkt
to pub
t e de
between
“x’
duo boa&
dated ulith nub
Y eh and pnebbed toge.thm.1

buppty

4ot.t

which

info

tt!mhh

2.

Assemble bending-head

assembly.

FIGURE 13
Crankshaft OD may have to be fil'ed slightly
so
that handle (1) is snugly free-turning;
bending-head
arm (4) width may have to be filed slightly
so that it is
snugly free-turning
inside pipe.
,.

3. Fasten machine bed (2) to suitable
above f?oor.

sturdy

legs approximately

90cm (36")

Swng

2” x 3” pieceo

Ahbembty

to

lto.9d

F.inAhed wihe accumtdaXU
OR n.ofT hene

It .i~ advhabte
to Pub&ica.te
aAbanb&f and the tebt&Onadbemb~y occabhafty
&&I
a btiOMg

Additional

b’oth the

Note:
bp.imRhg

adjutment

bo&d.ion

06

boap

and

ui&L

WERATION
1. Feed 612 or 614 wire from wire feed roll over nearest tension-sheave;
under middle tension-sheave and over last tension-sheave into spiral slot
fn bendfng-head pipe.
roll

of completed

fence

(on floor)

-~~_

"
FIGURE 17
2. Figure 17: Clockwise rotation of crankshaft handle will produce properly
formed wire at output end of bending head; continue rotating crankshaft handle
until formed wire is of sufficient
length for desired fence height.
3. Figure 17: Cut wire and rotate handle so that a second strand is formed
which vi11 interlock with first strand.
4: Figure 17: Continue the above procedure until fence length reaches end
of machine-bed; hook hooks (11) to last formed strand to support fence and
continu@ as above. As each strand is completed, move hooks to that strand.
5. 5cm (2") IO bendlng-head pi e used with Scm (2") wide bending-head arm
wfll make fencing with lOcm (4 4 mesh, while 3.8c-m (1 l/2") ID pipe and
3.8cm (1 l/Z") wide arm will make 7.6cm (3") mesh.
6. Lubricate both bending-head assembly and tension-assembly occasionally.
Soap makes the best lubricant
for the bending-head because it does not leave
the fence dirty as does oil or grease.
The soap can be applied as a thick
soap and water solution to the bending-head itself or by allowing the wire
to pass over a dry bar of soap just before it enters the bending-head--after
passing through the tension assembly.
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innowing

Fan

The enclosed plan for a winnowing
machine is from the
machine can be transported
by two men and is a real time
cess of cleaning chaff and other impurities
from grain.
cessfully
reduced sieves placed at the outlet
will
sort
ing to size in the course of winnowing.

Philippines.
The
saver in the proA series
of sucthe grain accord-

A host of power sources can be used to operate the device,
the only
ation being that an appropriate
pulley or sprocket
must be fastened
fan shaft.
Please send testing
information
to:

results,

comments, suggestions

and requests

Technical
Bulletins
VITA Publications
Service
3706 Rhode Island Avenue
Mt. Rainier,
MD 20822 USA

for

alterto the
further

Tools Reauired
.hamner
. wood saw
. wood chisel
. sheet metal
screwdriver
: l-1/2"
drill

cutting
for

shears
wood

Materials
soft wood
: sheet metal
Exact quantities
siderable.

(galvanized

iron

can vary with

local

sheet)
resources.

Possible

variations

are con-

Construction
Details

given

in diagrams.

Operation
There are only two variables
in operating
this device:
the speed of the fan and
Presuming that the fan is operated
the setting
on the quantity
control
slide.
at a comfortable
rpm for the operator,
the only control
to be concerned with is
Moving this slide from the horizontal
to the vertithe quantity
control
slide.
cal will decrease the percentage of cleanliness
of grain and increase the amount
of grain processed per unit time.
Adjustment to the desired quantity
and corresponding
quality
of grain processed
is best determined by field
tests,
due to a variety
of grain types and impurities as well as a variety
of methods by which the grain is harvested and the
conditions
of humidity and temperature.
Adjustment is managed by shifting
the
"stepped" board into a position
at which one of the steps supports the quantity
control
slide handle at the desired angle.
Maintenance
Since the only moving part is the fan shaft, this is the only part which will
tend to wear.
Periodic
lubrication
with heavy oil or grease will prolong the
life of the fan shaft at points of wear.

WINNOWING

MACHINE

& II
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I
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Rice

Thresher

This rice thresher
is a combination
of observations
of and experiences with
a variety
of other plans and machjnes.
Gertrand Saubc!le,
S. :., designed
and built
the first
one out of scrap wood and junk for use at the Godavari
School in Kathmandu, Nepal.
Father Saubolle has been invo!ved for years with designing
low-cost machinery and equipment for agriculture
and food processing.
He is also
interested in energy production
Through wind, water, sunshine and methane.
Several other bulletins
in this series are based on his designs.
Please send testing
information
to:

results,

corrnients,

suggestions

and requests

Technical
Bulletins
VITA Publications
Service
3706 Rhode Island Avenue
Mt. Rainier,
Ikg 20822 USA

for

further

@
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The design of this Thresher is based partly
on a small Japanese thresher seen in
India, partly
on ideas arising
out of diverse thresher
plans provided by VITA,
and partly on the constructor's
originality.
Designs for more sophisticated.
threshers
abound.
This one aims at simplicity
of construction,
ease of operation
and lowness of cost, combined with rapid and thorough threshing.
It was built
from scrap wood, junk rods, 5its of p:Pe, an old bicycle
pedal, discarded motor
bearings,
and so forth.
Material

Requirements:

Pl

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..2pcs
1 PC
%:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1,
P4....................................1
pc
PS....................................lpc(2)
~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::..
1 PC
P8..................................:*9:;::
;:t-;w;
to'hold
P7; 4cl;i [1'1;2')'
: : : : ' ' : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
Screws to hold 12 slats to F2, 4cm (1 l/Z")'
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Rubber studs for P5
Bolts for holding pipe-flanges
on'Pi,'l'x'4:5;m'(j/~"'x'l'3;4~)'
: : : :
Bolts for holding P4 and flange on P2 right side, 1 x 7.5 cm (3/8" x 3")
Pipe flanges on driving
side of P3 which are fastened to right side of
of Pl with l/2" pip? to act as bearing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Handles P9 made of rods to carry machine here and there
. . . . . . . .
Bolt to fit into l/2" pipe to hold P3 on right side solid but free
turning
Rod for P2,'14mm 4 59:7'cm i3j4;' ; 23'1;2+'
: : : : : : : : : : : : : :
Rod for holding P5 and will act as strengthening
for Pl, 1.6 x 65cm
(5~8" x 25 l/2").
After placing P5 into position
be sure you place
2 flanges on each side of P5 to hold same in position,
bolting
flanges into 1.&m (5/8") rod
V-belt,
1.3 x 154cm (l/Z" by 62")'lons;mea;u;ing'on
;op.' Since no'pio:
vision is made for adjusting
belt, be sure before you drill
hole to Pl
for holding P3, that you fit belt tight,
otherwise it will slip . . . .
Important:

:

2 pcs

284 F::
6 pcs
: 3 pcs
. 3 pcs
. 2 pcs
. 2 pcs
1 PC
: 1 pc

'

1 PC

. 1 pc

When placing P8 into slats,
first
drill
2.4mm (3/32") holes, then
5e sure they do not line up on next slat
hamner the P8 into holes.
but are positioned
alternately
so that all are at work when machine
is running.

After assembling parts, drum will
run smooth and free.
When placing all parts
together,
a slight
push by hand to start drum rotating
will then permit foot
movement which will also be very easy.
One can then hold a sheaf of rice to be
cleaned, while pumping without any difficulty.
The rice thresher was tried out in the villages
around Godavari (Kathmandu Valley,
Nepal).
The farmers vied with one another to use it.
Comments were:
It is faster
and less tiring
than the traditional
hand threshing;
it is definitely
more effiIt is awkward to carry (they don't
cient since it detaches every single grain.
use the handles, but sling the thresher
upside-down by the frame on a bamboo pole
which they place on their shculders).
The pedal is too narrow (I recomend a second pedal on the left with a wooden bar joining
the two.

0
Pl

76.2cm (30")
space for 1 piece P7

Front View

Side View

4.&m (1 l/2")
'c

,-..

1.9cm (3/4"

flange

+

to drum

-fi
I

59.7cm (23-l/2")

rod to fit
bearings

into

h-u.-

&Groove

shaped like

Bolt B from part
to fit here
2.5~~1

l-(1")

fan belt

P6

.40.6cm (16")

1.3cm (112")
-It=-

-8
2.5cm-!

! .(I")

c)
P5

Bolt

5.0cm (2")lf'

C from oart

3&m.J~
(l-1/7"\
I.

.I..

,

P6

P5 could have two pieces joined
by a wooden bar for more comfortable operation.

Old Bicycle

Foot Pedal
,-Bolt

B to Fit

into

P3

B to fit

into

P3

Wooden supports for frame
with 4cm (l-1/2")
screws.

0

P8

Rod 3.2mm (l/8")
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BERTRAND SAUBOLLE

This

sna:l

S. J.

corn sheller'

i s about the size of a kitchen meat grinder,
and is
Hob-nail
stljds
on a solid
wood drum
From the ears of cot-n.

very easy to build and to operate.
rcray

the kernels

The sheller
design was provided by Fa,ther Ber~trand Saubolie,
5. J., of the
Father
Saubolle
has dote extensive
Godavari School in Kathmandu, Nepal.
etc., and is the
work witi: small implements,
methane digesters,
ovens,
atithw of severai other Technical
Bulletins.
Please send testing
info.mation
to:

results,

corrnents,

suggestlox

and requests

Technical
Bol?etins
VITA Publications
Service
3706 Rhode Island Avenue
MD 20822 USA
Mt. Rainier,

for

further

.
,

This corn sheller
is small, comparable in size to a kitchen meat mincer.
It
It can very easily
is light,
extremely simple to construct
and to operate.
It will
be made in any village
where there is a blacksmith
and a carpenter.
handle corn up to 10 inches in length.

Requirements
Q

.
.
.

1 bottom board, 190 x 190 x 2Omn
2 side boards, 170 x 190 x 2Oma
1 sloping board, 175 x 110 x ZOmn,
1 solid wooden drum 8Ommlong, 7Omn 0
50 hob nails
12 screw*, 3Omm
1 spindle,
rod 175 x lOinn 0
1 handle, rod 100 x 1Omn 0
1 metal strip connecting
handle to spindle,
110 x 20 x 6mn
2 wooden soacers. one on either
side of drum. 14 x 25mm 0
Note:
0 ='diameter.
1 washer & solit
fin for fixina
soindle
2 metal bushers~for
spindle
1 (plastic)
pipe over handle rod

The construction
is so simple that it needs no explanation,
however one or two
remarks are in order.
The hob nails are driven into the drum at random, spaced,
20-25am apart centre to centre.
They should not be in straight
even rows.
The sloping board is used to rest the corn on. Its top surface should be flush
When screwing the sloping board in position,
with the curve in the side boards.
leave enough room between it and the hob nails to prevent a child's
fingers
from
being crushed.
Owing to the small size and lightness
when operating.
To overcome this put
them protrude 1Cmm. They will
catch
ing is invariably
done and will
hold
-l-

of this machine it is a little
unsteady
four screws through the base board and let
in the straw or palm mat on which the shellthe machine fin.

SIDE BOARDS

i

0 = diameter

SOLID WOOOEN
DRUM
Wooden Spacer

.-

.
RANDLE
Rod
1ochMl

(Pla;;z

I"

Pipe

l-----l
=.._--

.-.-.-.
-e-m--_

SPINDLE
bushings

s

breadth

BOTTOMBOARD

190

x

19omn

SLOPING BOARD

175

x

15Omm

//&
length
-3-

(into

side

boards)
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(ROLLERTYPE, FAMILYSIZE)
The origin
of the plans for this item are found in both India and China,
The gin is designed for family usage and
where it was known as the chuka.
is capable of producing
about two kilograms of lint cotton per day.
The
device can easily
be built from local resources,
and is both low cost and
easily transported.
Please send testing
information
to:

results,

comments, suggestions

and requests

Technical
Bulletins
VITA Publications
Service
3706 Rhode Island Avenue
Mt. Rainier,
Mary!and 20822 USA

for

further

COTTON

GIN

’
Yi

I

5-s

. .. .
:,.*
*

COTTON GIN
,-crank
arm: mortised?
to receive lower rollb!

support see next G
page for details
t
iQt!trS:
I0we.c rolicr tinde tpn
to accept crank arm

- lower mortise

frcm

roller stoth’
..--prerwe

block

------tomplession
wdqe

adjustment

of crank

Tools and Materials
Tools consist of those items normally
z~of
drilling
holes I/?" diameter,
or equivalent.

available
chisels,

in the village
carpenter
shop:
hammers, saws, and a wood lathe

Materials
can best be obtained by making your own list on the basis of the diaIn the interest
of
the rollers.
grams. All parts should be hardwood, especially
economy, the plan calls for carving the gears out of the roller
shaft itself.
A
better approach is to fit two equally sized gears onto the roller
shaft.
Such
gears would be obtainable
from motorcycle
or possibly
bicyc:.
ransmissions:
_,
Construction
CJetails

are covered

in the diagrams.

N&es:
I.

Do not drill
the hole for the dowel pin which is to retain
the crank arm on
the tapered shaft, until
the crank arm has been fitted
onto the shaft.
The
dowel should fit tightly
against the crank arm.

2.

You will notice that the crank arm is shaped in such a way as to bend outward
from the cotton gin itcelf.
This is done to allow the operator's
hand to
clear the protrusion
of the tapered shaft as he rotates the crank.
No exact
dimensions are required
other than the fact that the mortise and tenon joints
be made tightly,
and that the crank be 6" in length from the center of the
lower roller
to the center of the crank handle.

3.

The finished
gin is shown mounted to a base place with screws.
unavailable,
this conenction
can be made via a tapered mortise
rangement, not unlike the crank arm and lower roller
joint.

4.

Some other sources of information
indicate
that depending on the type of
cotton seed encountered,
it may be necessary to use smaller rollers
made out
rod '+1/Z" diameter.
While the design shown in these plans works
smooth seed varieties
like Sea Island,
steel rollers
may be necesdifferent
seed shapes.
Other design possibilities
include fluted
rollers
or one small steel roller
(lower) with a large wooden upper roller.

Operation

If screws are
and tenon ar-

and Adjustment
-

Operating the
with one hand,
that th ey are
.+
l ha
a&
b1t5 larger

gin is simply a matter of feeding the seed cotton i+zo'the
rollers
while cranking with the other.
<justed so
The rollers
shou'tc
just touching.
Accomplish this by tapping the compr ,.
1 wedge
end.
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There are many models and types of rope making machines,
most of them autoVirtually
all are designed
to handle
sisal,
cotton
or other long
natic.
fibered
material
and are complicated
and expensive.
Prior
to the invention
of automatic
machinery,
ropes of all types
were manufactured
with the tise
of simple homemade tools,
all of wood.
Coir (tnconut
fiber)
ished rope is relative
Please send testing
information
to:

is short,
strong,
results,

rough,
and difficult
to handle,
but the finrot resistant,
and buoyant
in water.
comments,

suggestions

and requests

Technical
Sulletins
VITA Publications
Service
3706 iihode Island Avenue
Mt. Rainier,
Mzryland
20822 USA

for

further
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Definitions
-Yarn:

a twisted

Strand:

a twisted
diameter

ROJg

a twisted
cord
three strands.

Right
Left

cord

Fiber

l/8"

cord (the twist
made up of yarns.

Hand Twist:
right.
Hand Twist:
left.

about

if
if

the
the

(the
rope
rope

twist

in diameter

made up of overlapping

is opposite

that

of the yarn)

about

is opposite

that

of a strand)

made up of

is hung vertically,
is hung vertically,

the

fibers

the fibers

fibers.
l/2"

in

run up and to the
PM up and to the

Preparation

A.

The coconut husks
can be separated.
longer the fibers,

8.

When a large
the fibers.

must be soaked in water for a few weeks or until
the
Try to make the separated
fibers
as long as possible.
the easier
it will
be to make rope with them.

mass of fibers
Since ,the coir

has been collected,
fiber
is short,
it

fibers
The

it must be combed to straighten
may be straightened
by hand.

Twistinq
Yarns, strands
and ropes
trate
single
and multiple
with a minimum of tools.

are all made by twisting
fibers.
Figures
2 and 3 illustwisting
reels.
Both are designed
to be made of wood
Each reel has a strong hook on the business
end.

-Yarn
One-Ply Yarn:
Select
a large batch of fibers
and tuck it under your arm.
Station
someone to turn the reel.
Take a small bunch of fibers
(enough to make a l/8" dia.
yarn--say
15 to 18 fibers)
and tie the end to the hook on the reel.
Feed additional
fibers
so as to intersperse
them with the first
fibers
(l/Z to Z/3 o,/erlap)
while providing
a right
hand twist
to the yarn.
Back away from the turning
reel
while continuing
to feed fibers
to the yarn.
Put approximately
:2 to 14 turns per
foot of length.
Nhen you have twisted
the length of yarn you desire,
remove yarn
from reel and secure both ends to the ground with rocks.
A single
yarn is unstable
so must be prevented
from untwisting.
Make a large number of yarns the same length as the one above.
say 4" circumference
and smaller,
single
ply yarns are grouped
strand.
for larger
ropes two-ply
yarns should be used.

For small ropes,
together
to make a

*
+.
-

34
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FIGURE ;
Multiple

NOTE:

Yarn Twisting

Reel

Three yarn twisting
hooks twist
cord opera+
spindles.
Weight

three yarns simultaneously.
keeps constant
tension.

One continuous

Two-Ply Yarn:
To make a two-ply
yarn,
fasten
one end of each of two single-ply
yarns to a reel hook (A) and prevent
the reel from turning.
Fasten the other end
Figuring
about 10 turns per runof each yarn to reel hooks (8 and C, Figure 4).
For example,
if the yarns
ning foot,
crank an additional
twist
into each yearn.
were 30 feet long, crank in an additional
300 turns into each yarn.
Note that
Now prevent
the two reels
from
the yarns will
tend to shorten
during
twisting.
Unlock the single
reel
(A) on the opposite
end and carnk a 300° turn
turning.
The yarns will
neatly
twist
together
and when
left-hand
twist
to the two yarns.
you are through,
each yarn will
have exactly
the same twist
you originally
imparted to it.

In making a two-ply
yarn, two yarns with a right-hand
twist
are over-twisted
The opposite
twisting
action
then twisted
together
with a left-hand
turn.
in a limp stable
yarn that can be handled without
unraveling.

FIGtiRE 4
Making

a Two-Ply

Yarn
23
3
--

A
-

---

-

_ -=

c-

P

1.

Lock Reel

2.

Crank Additional

3.

lock

4.

Reels

Unlock

A
right-hand

twist

into

each yarn

with

B and C

B and C

Reel A and crank in a left-hand
Yarns will
twist
together.

twist

(same nunlber of turns

step 2).
Note:

reels

Step 4 takes

out

the

twist

put

in by reels

E and C.

as

and
results

-6-

Strand
The size of a three-strand
rope will
be twice the diameter
of the strand.
For
example,
a rope with three strands
l/2"
in diameter
would be 1" in diameter.
Assume a 3/8" diameter
strand
is desired.
Drill
a 3/8" diameter
hole in a
block of wood approximately
6" long and 4" square (Figure
5).
Flare the hole
at the ends of the block.
Lay out a sufficient
number of yarns (single
or
two-ply)
to fill
the hole and pass them through.
Tie the ends to a twisting
reel (Figure2
or3).
NOTE: Prior
to passing the yarns'
ends through
the
block,
wind each yarn on a separate
bobbin,
preferably
with a number of bobbins
on a vertical
rack.
This is not necessary
but makes the yarns easier
to handle.
Start turning
the twisting
reel with the block close to the reel.
Impart a left
hand twist
to the strand while turning,
move the non-rotating
block away from
the reel.
The purpose of the block is to form the yarns into a more circular,
uniform cross-section
when tvisting.
When the entire
length of the strand
has
been twisted,
remove the block and ree: and secure the ends.
The strand
is unstable
by itself.

FIGURE 5
Strand

I
I
alock
b
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A rope is made with three strands
in the saw manner as the two-ply
yarns.
Tie
one end of each of three strands
to a twisting
reel
(A--Figure
6).
Tie the
other ends to
separate
reels
(6, C & D) placed close together.
Prevent
reel
Turn reels
6, C, and D to put additional
twist
into each strand.
A from turning.
Make the number of twists
the same for each strand.
Twist until
the strands
are
about to kink.
Station
one person at each reel 6, C, and 0. Place the Strand
Guide (Figure7)
near reel A with each strand
in a groove and the small end of
One person holds the guide steady and prevents
it
the guide nearest
the reei.
Turn reel A to impart
a right-hand
twist
to the rope.
At the
from turning.
same time the strand guide is moved away from the reel.
It is important
to note that the additional
left-hand
twist
imparted
to the
strands
is what makes them want to wrap around each other to keep the final
rope from unraveling.
Also, as reel A puts a right-hand
twist
to the rope,
it
is also untwisting
the three strands.
For short ropes (say up to 40 feet in
length)
it will
be necessary
to add approximately
one turn of additional
lefthand twist
to each strand
(with reels
6, C and 0) for each turn of reel A.
If
this is not done, the strands
lose the tendency
to wrap around each other to
form a rope, and the rope comes undone when taken from the rope making apparatus.
For rope lengths
of 40 feet and over it is absolute11
necessary
to put maximum
twist
(left
hand) to the strands
before
laying
up a rope.
The reason is that,
in long lengths,
you cannot comoelsate
twist
for twist
with reels
6, C and 0 as
it cannot be transmittt
id the length of the rope, and you have uneven lays all
through the length.
NOTE: When overtwisting
the three
have to be moved together
somewhat
This prevents
straining
strands.

strands
because

The finished
rope may be treated
with wax,
make it easier
to handle and more resistant
Good luck.

prior
to making
the strands
will

rope, the reel~s will
shorten when twisted.

tar,
or some other
to rot.

preservative

to

FIGURE 7
Strand

Guide

I----
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oultry
FRANK REDEKER

This is a plan for a grinder used to prepare feed for poultry.
The grinder
as shown here is relatively
easy to construct
and was put together using
tocls and equipment likely
to be available
in a large village.
The gri'nder, designed for use with a small motor, was originally
constructed
to respond to a request which came to VITA from Ghana. VITA Volunteer,
L. 2.
Eggleton, a specialist
in poultry
marketing at Iowa State University,
worked
with Redeker. an agricultural
engineering
student and with Redeker's professor, Wiellierd
Anderson.
The prototype
hand cranking

rachine was taken
as illustrated.

Please send testing
information
to:

results,

to Yucatan, Mexico,

comments, suggestions

where it

was adapted

and requests

Technical
&illetins
VITA Publications
Service
3706 Rhode Island AYE
Mt. Rainier,
KU 20822 USA

for

further
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GRAIN GRINDER

Specially
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Constructed

Parts:

Side plates
Rotor drum (4 l/2" O.D.)
Stator (from 5 114" O.D. tube)
Rotor face discs
Upper delivery
tow
Deflection
scoop

*AS designated
Standard

sp*
rul
S
RFD
UDF
DS

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

LDF
H
AS
AL
BB

on drawing

Items:

12.

Rotor shaft:

13.

Clamp-bolts

14.

@I
I'
(2) l/4" diam.
" "
"
"
Bolts are threaded at both ends.
Half an inch
Baseboard bolts call for 1 inch.

314" dia.

and 10 l/2"

long.

(4) 5116" diam. and 6 114" long.

15.

Clamp-bolts

16.

Nuts foe 5116" screws

17.

Nuts for

18.

Two suitable

19.

Two attachment

Construction

Lower delivery
form
Hopper
Adjustable
side
Adjustment link
Baseboard

(1) l/4"
l/4"

dlam.

and 2 718" long-(threads

of threading

for

most.

and 318" to l/4"

long.

to 3/E inch)

(14)

screws
3/4"

(6)
ball-bearings

screwa for

(with

the hopper

holders)
- 3116" diam.

Pt!ocedure:

Side Plates
(SP):
After clamping two suitably
sized 114" thick plates
Cut and drill
the holes according
to the dotted outline
do p. 1, which
provide the Pxteila.
The identity
of the two pieces is more important
accuracy of the shape and the hole positions.

together,
will
than the

Rotor drum (BD): The rotor drum (RD) is rough-cut
as a piece of 4 112" o.d.
steel tubing,
slightly
over 5" long.
Mount it on a lathe and face it to a length
of 5".
This is the rotor drum.
Drill
two rough-cut
discs with central
onto the shaft (12) with a space of 4 3/E"
only.
The shorter end of the shaft should
Turn the discs
diam. of the drum.
is oow a rigid unit.

holes 314" in diam., and weld them
between ther.
Weld from the inside
protrude
1 l/Z".

by the shaft on the lathe
They should each be inset

and trim
by about

them to fit the inner
l/16".
The rotor drum

stator
(S):
Face the larger
(5 /l/4"
o.d.) rough-cut
tube to a S-inch length.
Cut and shape the staror as indicated
on p. 1. Avoid twisting
it.
Most of the
lover Semicircle
should have its o.d. approximately
3116" greater than the o.d.
of the rotor drum. The upper 2 to 2 l/2 inches must be suitably
flattened
to the
degree called for by the diagram.

-2-

parts 5 (UDF). 6 CDS) and 7 (LDF):
These are shown in the assembly on p. 1
and half site on p. 2. They are all to be cut from l/6” thick sheet and should
accuraceiy
5” wide.
Their lengths are not critical.
Shape them as In the
diagram on p. 1. The welding on of the clamp bolts is postponed till
the
initial
nsse!nbly.
(The stator
(S), upper deliver
form (UDF), and deflection
scoop (DS) are to have clamp bolts (CB) .)

be

Hopper (H):
Is to be shaped es indicated
on p. 2, with the dimensions shown
OrI p. 1. Eoles for the two attachment screwe may be of 3116” diem. and countersunk with centers about 114” from the lower edge. The adjustable
side (AD) is
to be 2” wide (9).
Adjustment links
(ALL)1 Cut from l/4” thick steel as shown on p. 2 (full
size).
Zaund off
the 1 l/4”-long
end by grinding
or filing
to approximately
5116”
diam. and thread it for 5116” nuts.
The lug (L) should be made ready with a
11/32” hole centered 3/S” from its lower edge.
It may be 1” wide (perp. to
ehe figure).
Its upper edge should be suitably
shaped for welding to the
stator.
It projects
(at the left)
7/S”.
Baseboard (BB): Mey well be made of wood.
needed to accommodate a l/3 h.p. motor.
Initial

The length

may be 12 to 18” as

Assembly:

a.

All the parts shown on p. 1 except the hopper and the UDF, and the second
nut on AL are clamped in their proper positions
against the 5” width.
Toe
bolts should project
equally through the two side plates.

b.

Make positioning
for L on s.

C.

Declamp enough to remove the baseboard and AL, and put in DDL in a reversed
position
(its upper tlp projecting
outward).
Tighten again and make
positioninS
welds for the LDF on S and the UDF onitsclamp
bolt.

d.

Disassemble and complete
be welded onto AS directly

Final

Fittings

weld-attachments

for

the clamp bolts

onto S and DS, and

the welds (W). In the hopper
in one operation.

the clamp bolt

may

and Adjustments:

a.

In the middle region of the head formed by the welding of the clamp bolt
S, flatten
the “right”
side to make a face parallel
to the vertical
line
Drill
and tap out two holes for the hopper attachment
screws (19) as
indicated
on p. 2.

b.

Using surface hardening rods,
direction
of turn with motor.

C.

Mount the rotor in the lathe
of about 1164” to allow free

d.

It “ill
probably be necessary to grind down the weld ridges to a near
uniform bright
- say about 3164”.
The final
adjustments
and trials
after
mounting with the ball bearings are matters for the person making this
grinder to handle.
Suitable
pulleys
will
be needed.

weld on the ridges
(see p. 3)
and reface
turning.

for

S and RD.

to
(VL).

Check the

both edges of the drum, leaving

Saps

----he-‘:

-

1. .
\_

““‘I

-------sire

4

3.

Scheme

Stktor

of welded

ridges

.

?SD GFCNEERADAPTED FOR HAND CRANKING
Initial

tise:
"I think the grinder
anilmlS . "

fills

a need, especially

for

grinding

grain

Front

for

cover

removed--note
weld beads on
rotor.
Adapted with
haod crank on
shaft outside
(motor)
pulley.
Grain chute has
been lengthened.

TOP VIEW
Ground

drops
bbl.
guard
by a

grain

ir.to 3/4
front
replaced
board.

BecauSe the ueer needed tie grinder
for limited
application,
was eddad. It was mounted on a 55 gallon drum but could
When the had crank
placed ur,derneath to catct the corn.
This occurs when the rotor
n.ay have to be growd twice.
This
some grain is likely
to drop ha&and
fall bebind.
adjusting
the chute and by driving
the rotor at a steady,

the hand craak
be mounted and 2 bag
is used, the corn
drdm moves slowly:
can be avoided by
fairly
high speed.

~.

